It’s important to
study and
experience art
whether you
become an artist,
make art as a hobby,
or not.
Because art is an
echo and beacon of
humanity.

What does that mean?
Art is a reflection and a record of
man and history. Art also is a guide
to new ideas, cultural changes,and
progress. Artworks are markers of
history, the story of humanity.
Making art offers an opportunity for
the individual art maker to
participate in history, by intersecting
their personal story with the
conditions they live in. It helps us
realize our moment in history.

Art makers combine their personal
expressions in relationship to the
conditions of the time they live in.
Some conditions expressed can be peace
and plenty, war and struggle, famine, social
equity, civil rights, women’s rights, respect
for nature and ecology, technology,
violence and aggression, co-existence,
fashion, pop-culture, social norms about
beauty, religion and philosophy, politics,
quality of life and physical and mental
health issues like the Pandemic, personal
memories and feelings.

Can you think of others?

This mask-making project will be an
opportunity for your personal
expression. For better appreciation
of this art project, let’s review the
history of masks and their purpose.
This will add greater meaning and
help you express your ideas,
emotions and memories.
Masks are functional as well as
beautiful. They are used in religious
ritual and ceremony, for disguise,
theatre and protection. The maskmaker executes decisions regarding
purpose, design and meaning.

Camouflage

Scholars propose that the
first masks were made with
branches, mud, and leaves
strategically placed on the
face to provide camouflage
during a hunt or battle.
These first masks made
from natural materials like
wood, feathers and
vegetation, deteriorate,
leaving no remains.

How old do you think this mask is?

The oldest
surviving
masks to
be
unearthed
thus far,
were
carved
from
limestone.

This mask was found in 1968
by an Arab tractor-driver,
working in the West Bank of
Israel. Now in a museum in
Israel, it was in the private
collection of the Israeli
defense minister, Moshe
Dayan, who was an avid
amateur archaeologist. This
mask was his favorite piece
in his collection.

One of the oldest masks known in existence
This carved limestone mask is 9000 yrs old. The holes on the edges
were used to tie in hair, straw, or cord for decoration and to make the
mask wearable. Some of these masks have remains of pigment which
means the masks were painted.

Dayan wrote, ″It is a
human face, but one that
strikes terror in its
beholder…”
What do you see when you
look at this mask?

A total of 16 of these masks have been found. Limestone
masks required effort to carve. A group of them was
found arranged in a circle, suggesting that they had a
cultural significance, perhaps to honor ancestors who
had passed. These stone carvings can be considered
among the oldest religious artifacts known to man.
Museum curator Debby Hershman explains, "These
people had no writing," "Their only connection to the
land was through genealogy—your grandfather and
great-grandfather lived here, and that means the land is
yours."
The time when these masks were made is significant,
when agrarian societies began, developing from groups
of roaming hunter-gatherers to farmers who stayed in
one place. People advanced by learning how to cultivate
vegetation and animals for food. It’s possible they
realized that the land and what the land provided were
critical to their survival and they observed that the dead
returned to the earth. Therefore, honoring their
ancestors, who became part of the earth that they relied
on to survive, became sacred.

Zoomorphic
Masks
Some masks are a fantastic
combination of animal and
human features, like this
Vejigante mask from
Puerto Rico, representing a
mixture of cultures, myths,
religions and purposes.

Vejigante of Puerto Rico
Vejigante is a legendary
character integral to the
celebration of St James, the
Catholic Patron Saint of Spain
and a tradition of the Carnival
Season in Puerto Rico.

The original significance of
Vejiigante comes from the
tradition to commemorate
the miraculous help of St
James to defeat ‘evil’
medieval invaders
attacking Spain in the 11th
century.
Vejigante is now a folkloric
tormenting mischiefmaker, that represents
Puerto Rico’s heritage and
resilience and a reminder
of the history of
colonization in the
Caribbean. The mask,
costume and dance
combines the cultures of
the indigenous Taino
people, the enslaved
Africans and the European
colonizers and slave
owners.

African masks
have a rich and varied history,
used in ceremonies and
rituals. Masks may represent
spirits of animals, ancestors,
deities and mythological
characters. The mask-wearer
can become transformed into
the spirit of the mask. Such
masks are used in ritual
masquerades of Edo, Yoruba
and Igbo cultures.

Transformation Masks
Masks from the
Kwakwaka’wakw people
manifest transformation, such
as an animal changing into a
mythical being or one animal
transforming into another
animal. Masks are worn by
dancers during ceremonies,
they pull strings to open and
manipulate the mask.
Pronounced Qua-qua-kay-wak-wah

This Eagle mask is from the collection of
the American Museum of Natural
History, you can see the wooden frame
that held the mask on the dancer’s
head.

When the cords are pulled, the eagle’s face and beak split down
the center, and the bottom of the beak opens downwards,
giving the impression of a bird spreading its wings
Watch: See how transformation masks are used by the indigenous people of British Columbia, Canada.
https://youtu.be/InhQg1sLXSI

Theatrical Masks are somewhat like transformation masks.

In theatre, actors take
on the character
represented by the
mask worn. These are
ancient Greek theatre
masks, with
exaggerated and
stylized features to
express the qualities of
the character.

The tradition of mask making
continues to influence art today.

See how this ancient
Greek mask on the right is
similar to the mask used in
the contemporary
Broadway musicals, “The
Lion King” and “Phantom
of the Opera”.

Today we all are
wearing masks for
protection against
Covid19. Artist
Iyaba Ibo Mandingo
has made art about
this experience.
We can use this and
other experiences
as inspiration to
express our
thoughts, feelings
and memories
when creating our
individual artful
mask.

Vocabulary
Execute: In art terms this word means to carry out ,accomplish, perform, implement
Kwakwaka’wakw people, are the indigenous people of British Columbia, Canada. Pronounced Qua-qua-kay-wak-wah
Integral: Integrated, connected, important, necessary aspect or element of something
Manipulate: To control, move or animate something, such as a puppet, an object or even another person.
Medium: This word has many meanings, in regard to ceremonies and rituals, the medium acts as a messenger, mediator,
conduit, representer or communicator, like a ‘middle-man’.
Neolithic period, spanning from 11000 BC to 3500 BC, was a revolutionary prehistoric time of the Stone Age people.
During this time early man began agricultural practices, cultivating their food, advancing from hunter-gatherers to
farmers. This enabled them to settle and make permanent homes and simple communities.
Transformation: To change form, shape or character, for example from animal to man, from man to spirit, from happy to
sad
Zoomorphic: pertaining to animal forms or a combination of human and animal forms
Vejigante: The name Vejigante is a combination of 2 Spanish words, vejiga and gigante. Vejiga is a bladder of an animal.
Vejigante shakes a rattle made from a dried animal bladder. Gigante means large. The Vejigante character has a large
zoomorphic presence, part human/part animal .

ART in order of presentation
1 “The Fall of Man” by Gerald Saladyga
2 Liberty figure restored for the Sailors and Soldiers Monument in Seaside Park,
artist Emily Larned
3 Street Art at the Knowlton Walls by Genna

4 Balinese mask of the Monkey god, respected for honest personality and
magical powers.
5. Current day camouflage used by the military and hunters.

6. Neolithic limestone mask found in the West Bank
7. Neolithic mask carved from limestone, some of the oldest existing masks on
earth.
8. Artist Iyaba Ibo Mandingo wears a mask creation made out of of recycled plastic,
resembling a gas mask. Iyaba stands in front of his painting,
“Mek Sure You Wear the Right Mask.”

